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Introduction: Injuries Are Complex
➢Injury prediction is hard

➢Complex, multi-level systems
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Source: Modified from Bittencourt et al, “Complex systems approach for sports injuries: moving from risk factor 
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Introduction: Multi-Level NFL Injury Risk 
Factors

➢Player-Level: ➢Team-Level: ➢Stadium-Level:

Source: https://footballoutsiders.com/stat-analysis/2018/what-does-injury-prone-mean-nfl; https://footballoutsiders.com/stat-
analysis/2017/turf-type-and-nfl-injuries-part-ii; https://footballoutsiders.com/stat-analysis/2018/questionable-behavior 3



Introduction: NFL Injury Environment Web
➢3 Players in 2 Games:
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Objectives
➢Primary: To identify the amount of variation in NFL injury 
risk due to player-level, team-level, and stadium-level 
factors

➢Secondary: To identify the teams and stadiums exhibiting 
the highest injury risks as well as specific factors that may 
be driving those risks
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Methods: Study Population and Data
➢N = 114,342 player-games and 3,694 players from 2012-2016 NFL regular 
seasons

➢Data on 3,874 injuries causing 1+ missed games from FootballOutsiders.com 
database – collected prospectively from injury and media reports

➢Variables:

➢Player-level: age, height, weight

➢Team-level: team name, head coach

➢Game-level: stadium, surface type
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Methods: Data Structure
➢Schematic motivating model:
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Methods: Multi-Level Logistic Model
➢𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(Pr 𝐼𝑛𝑗𝑢𝑟𝑦𝑝,𝑡,𝑔,𝑠 = 1 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝑃𝑝 + 𝑇𝑡 + 𝑆𝑠 + 𝛽1𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑝,𝑔 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑝 + 𝛽4𝐻𝑔𝑡𝑝 +
𝛽5𝑊𝑔𝑡𝑝 + 𝛽6𝑃𝑜𝑠 ∗ 𝑊𝑔𝑡𝑝 + 𝛽7𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑔

➢Injury risk for player p, playing for team-coach t, in game g and stadium s

➢Random intercepts for player, team-coach, and stadium to estimate how much of the variance 
(unexplained by fixed effects) in injury risk happens at each level

➢𝑃𝑝 ~ 𝑁 𝜇𝑃 , 𝜎𝑃
2 for p = 1,...3,694 players

𝑇𝑡 ~ 𝑁 𝜇𝑇 , 𝜎𝑇
2 for t = 1,...62 team-head coaches 

𝑆𝑠 ~ 𝑁 𝜇𝑆, 𝜎𝑆
2 for s = 1,...37 stadiums

➢Uncertainty estimated with block bootstrap, resampling full games within team-coach-seasons
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Methods: Interpreting Model Results
➢Model interpretation:

➢𝑆𝑠 ~ 𝑁 𝜇𝑆, 𝜎𝑆
2 [Random intercept for stadium]

➢Generates:

➢1. Variance component 𝜎𝑆
2 - how much of the variability in injury risk is due to 

stadium-level factors?

➢Translate to median odds ratio (MOR) – how big are these differences?

➢2. Estimated effect on injury risk for playing in each of s =1,...37 stadiums

➢𝑇𝑡 and 𝑃𝑝 defined similarly
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Results: Player, Team-Coach, and Stadium 
Effects
➢Median Odds Ratios:

➢Player: 2.85

➢Team-Head Coach: 1.23

➢Stadium: 1.13
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Results: Team-Coach Effects
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Results: Stadium Effects

Use grass
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Results: Stadium Effects
➢Stadium Effects

➢Including surface as a fixed 
effect reduces MOR for 
stadiums from 1.13  1.08

➢Turf accounts for ~1/3 of 
stadium effects
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Results: Player Effects
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Discussion and Conclusions
➢Player-level factors the largest determinant of injury risk

➢Teams/Coaches and Stadiums play substantial roles, however

➢Design stadiums after safest ones as much as possible (i.e. use grass)

➢Discuss and adopt strategies employed by consistently safe coaches or franchises

➢Model can be extended to include tracking data & other novel sources to identify 
player- and team-coach-level factors that contribute to remaining observed 
heterogeneity
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Thank you!
➢Questions?

➢Zach: Zachary.Binney@gmail.com
@zbinney_nflinj

➢Ron: ryurko@stat.cmu.edu
@Stat_Ron
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